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SySTEM 2020 is a multi-faceted project focused on evaluating the delivery and impact of 

science learning outside of the classroom. The intention of the project is to map organisations 

offering learning outside of the classroom across Europe, evaluate a number of existing 

programmes, and use this information to design a robust framework to support and promote 

informal science education. The framework will eventually be utilised by educators and 

learners alike and as such, contains tools aimed at a variety of stakeholders. 

During the project, platforms for self-evaluation will be piloted to explore individual learning 

ecologies, understand and document informal science learning experiences, and to provide 

scope for credentialisation of non-formal and informal learning. The project examines 

practices in 19 European countries, through work from three research partners, 10 practice 

partners and 11 third parties. SySTEM 2020 works with learners between the ages of 9-20 years 

old in an array of contexts including those from geographically remote, socio-economically 

disadvantaged, minority, and migrant communities. 

 

This document informs on Deliverable 5.2, which is a demonstrator. The deliverable is situated 

in WP5 of the SySTEM 2020 Project. Following the co-design in WP4 IDENTIFY & CO-DESIGN, 

and in response to challenges identified through WP2 MAP and WP3 EXAMINE, this WP 

integrates the research results with targeted action into informal/non-formal STEAM education 

settings. To achieve this, the WP will implement the results into execution of programmes in 

the area of non-formal STEM education, and will design, develop, and deliver a toolkit of 

frameworks, tools, and practices that will transform the ideas and concepts—outputs of WP4—

into actionable input for partner activities.The demonstrator is related to Task 5.2, which is 

described as follows: 

Task 5.2 — SySTEM 2020 Platform: Development of a Credentialisation Tool: 

• This task will design and develop a credentialisation tool by extending either the 

OpenBadges or the BlockCert platforms (or any equivalent to be decided in the design 
phase of the task) to include a consortium of issuers as opposed to a single issuer per 

certificate.         

• This task directly implements the results from Task 4.3. 

This document accompanies the software deliverable, and firstly presents the software 

requirements, then the use cases, the user interfaces, and finally the source code. 

 

Software requirements are typically distinguished in functional and non-functional 

requirements; functional requirements are purely technical, while non-functional consider 
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wider criteria for the use of the software (“system will do” versus “system will be” 

requirements). Since most, if not all, educational technology is understandably highly 

regulated, it is difficult to present the two categories separately, as many functional 

requirements stem from compliance, legal, or ethical requirements. Therefore, in the context 

of this report requirements are going to be grouped together, despite the common software 

engineering convention of separating the two. It is worth noting that most functional 
requirements were dictated by the non-functional group. Therefore, requirements are 

presented as a list of non-functional requirements, whose description includes the 

functionality it entails: 

• Accessibility: Credentials should be accessible from the various locations of the 

consortium (distributed) by users with various technical abilities and devices. 

Standard HTML/CSS stacks are required; 

• Openness: Credentials should be either under an open-access or an open-source 

licence. Proprietary software can be used as a secondary activity (i.e. inform a 
badge design on Photoshop), but essential credential activities such as hosting, 

developing, and sharing a badge should be open; 

• Appropriateness: Software should allow for the creation and distribution of badges 

for all levels, without using overly technical or patronising jargon; 

• Usability: Researchers, centre/museum facilitators, and learners should be able to 

find the features of the software easily, the navigation should be well marked 

visually, well described verbally, and the range of available functions should be 

presented in an informative way; 

• Horizontality: Credentials should be able to be designed and delivered for any STEM 

topic, regardless the activity the credential is awarded for; 

• Privacy: Private or sensitive data of any user should be protected and used if and 

only if absolutely necessary to perform a function. Also, compliance with legislation 

shouldbe considered; 

• Interoperability: Users should be able to share their credentials across a variety of 

platforms, open or proprietary (e.g., credential “backpacks”, learning e-portfolios, 

social media); 

• Localisation: Credential descriptions should be available at the native language of 

the learners, at the discretion of the facilitators. The platform should support right-

to-left languages by using modern HTML and not by requiring the installation of 

extra browser plugins. 

Taking under consideration the requirements, it was decided that instead of building software, 

rather use the existing platform for digital learning credentials Badgr1, as they offer a GDPR-

compliant EU server installation that expands on the OpenBadges2 specification in basically 

almost identical ways to what was envisaged in our project at the proposal stage.  

Additionally, as we follow the OpenBadges specification, the specific version of credentials 
we refer to in this document are ‘badges’, even though they can also take the form of a printed 

certificate. 

                                                      
1 eu.badgr.com/ 
2 https://openbadges.org/ 
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Use cases are written descriptions of the intended use of the system, from the user’s point of 

view. Therefore, for each case the user is noted (‘actor’), their expected user flow, and 

acceptable alternatives or prerequisites, if any. 

Actor Researcher 

Basic Flow 1. Navigate to Badgr (currently at badgr.com) 
2. Select ‘Create Account’ 
3. Select the region EU on the map or Europe on the drop-down list 

menu 
4. Click ‘Save and Continue’ 
5. Enter email to create the account. Using other sign-up options than 

email may have unintended consequences with regard to privacy, 
therefore email is best. 

6. Follow the verification instructions, depending on your situation 
7. Use the issued information to log in as per the Badgr instructions.  

Preconditions • Access to the Internet 

• Access to the World Wide Web 

• Access to a modern browser (e.g., Firefox, Chrome, Safari, Opera, 

etc.) 

 

Actor Researcher 

Basic Flow 1. Navigate to the Issuers screen 
2. Click on Create Issuer 
3. Fill in the description of the issuer and, if desirable, upload an easily 

identifiable icon if the issuer 
4. Follow the instructions on screen to finalise the creation 
5. On the Issuers screen, click on the View Issuer button of your newly 

created issuer to ensure that all the information appears correctly. 
6. If necessary, update by Editing the Issuer. The link for the Issuer 

remains the same after any edits are done. 

Preconditions Use Case 0 is a precondition for this case 
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Actor Researcher 

Basic Flow 1. Visit the desired Issuer’s page (e.g. SySTEM 2020), not your personal 
Badgr profile (i.e. Firstname Lastname). Each badge is created for one 
Issuer. In case you need the same badge for another Issuer, it will 
have to be re-created. 

2. Click on Create Badge 
3. Give a Name and a Short Description to the badge 
4. Either click Create Badge to create it now and design and describe it 

later, or go to Use Case 3. 

Preconditions Use Case 1 is a precondition for this case 

 

Actor Researcher 

Basic Flow 1. Entry points can be either Use Case 2 or Use Case 4. 
2. Provide a pre-designed raster PNG or vector SVG badge image from 

your computer by using the Drag & Drop File or Select File to Upload 
function, OR 

3. Click on Design Image 
4. Select Badge Icon, Badge Shape, and Badge Style 
5. Note the Randomize, Show All, and Customize options respectively. 

Use if appropriate. 
6. Provide Earning Criteria 
7. Optionally, alignment to outside educational criteria, tags, and 

expiration dates can be set (so far not used in SySTEM 2020) 
8. If ready, click Create Badge or Save Changes depending on your 

entry point (Use Case 2 or Use Case 4, respectively). 

Preconditions Use Case 2 is a precondition for this case 

 

Actor Researcher 

Basic Flow 1. On the Issuer’s page, click on the name of a Badge 
2. On the badge’s page, click on Edit 
3. Follow the process of Use Case 3 

Preconditions Use Case 2 is a precondition for this case 
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Actor Researcher 

Basic Flow 1. On the Issuer’s page, click on the name of a Badge 
2. On the badge’s page, click on Delete 
3. Confirm 

Preconditions Use Case 2 is a precondition for this case 

 

Actor Researcher 

Basic Flow 1. From Use Case 1 as an entry point: 
2. If the […] menu is selected for more options, and then View Public 

Page of the issuer, 
3. Then to return to the editable profile of the issuer click Manage It 

Here. 
4. From Use Case 2/3 as an entry point: 
5. Similarly, from a badge’s public page, click Manage It Here to return 

to the administration page for this issuer’s badge. 

Preconditions • Use Case 1 is a precondition for this case 

• Use Case 2/3 is a precondition for this case 

 

Actor Researcher & Facilitator 

Basic Flow 1. Researcher: 
2. From a badge’s administration page, click Award Badge 
3. On the Recipient Information, click on the Identifier drop-down menu, 

and select URL 
4. Insert the URL of the STEM activity or the project’s practice partner, if 

the activity has no dedicated URL 
5. Select the Issue Date 
6. Click Award Badge 
7. Go to the Badge’s Public Page, and share the URL with the facilitator 
8. Additionally, send via email or cloud upload the Badge Image and the 

Badge’s PDF Certificate to the Facilitator 
9. Facilitator: 
10. Share the Public Page’s URL with the learners, or the Badge Image, or 

the Certificate; in this way of bulk awarding the badge by linking it to 
a URL, no data collection of student emails is done and no personal 
data are processed. 

Preconditions Use Case 2 is a precondition for this case 
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Actor Learner & Facilitator 

Basic Flow 1. The Facilitator can additionally provide a way for the learners to 
request to be awarded a badge 

2. This is not a functionality within the Badgr platform, and the facilitator 

has to develop another method (email, online form, etc.) 

Preconditions Use Case 7 is a precondition for this case 

 

Actor Researcher 

Basic Flow 1. Navigate to the Issuers screen 
2. Click on each Badge to go to its unique page 
3. Delete all the badges of the Issuer to be deleted 
4. An Issuer can only be deleted if they have no badges 
5. Navigate back to the Issuers screen 
6. Click either on the name of the issuer, or on View Issuer 
7. Click on the  […] menu for more options 
8. Select Delete Issuer 
9. Confirm 

Preconditions • Access to the Internet 

• Access to the World Wide Web 

• Access to a modern browser (e.g., Firefox, Chrome, Safari, Opera, 

etc.) 

• Use case 1 is a precondition for this case 
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A user interface is a view of the affordances available to a user, in our case on a screen that 

presents software through a web browser. Screenshots from Badgr are presented below 

indicatively, as they may be re-designed over time (which is controlled on Badgr’s end; content 

is customisable but not the layout or colouring of the platform): 
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https://eu.badgr.com/public/badges/ApDoxBI-TXeqy2X69m5fZA
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The source code presented below is generated by Badgr based on the OpenBadges 

specification and the input of the users in the platform. It allows for the openness and the 

interoperability of the credentials. 

The JSON code for the resulting Badge object is an instance of the BadgeClass. An example is 

given below, followed by the class specification: 

 

{ 

  "type": "BadgeClass", 

  "id": "https://api.eu.badgr.io/public/badges/ApDoxBI-TXeqy2X69m5fZA", 

  "@context": "https://w3id.org/openbadges/v2", 

  "name": "OS Hub ‘ZINEMASTER’", 

  "image": { 

    "id": "https://media.eu.badgr.com/uploads/badges/79fc114c-0141-41c5-8eaa-

1170b3c9c20c.svg" 

  }, 

  "description": "Congratulations! You have completed your vision of what an Open Science Hub 

could feel like, and how people can use it together, alongside a zine that logs your journey from 

your local situation to building blocks for a shared community space. Thank you for helping us hold 

onto the good things and imagine the best things.", 

  "issuer": "https://api.eu.badgr.io/public/issuers/3IFuujXXS7ul5Paf3z2OaA", 

  "criteria": { 

    "narrative": "Complete a community space manifesto, complete the final zine." 

  } 

} 
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BadgeClass (example) 

A collection of information about the accomplishment recognized by the Open Badge. Many 

assertions may be created corresponding to one BadgeClass. 

Property Expected Type Description 

id IRI Unique IRI for the BadgeClass. Most platforms to date 

can only handle HTTP-based IRIs. Issuers using signed 

assertions are encouraged to publish BadgeClasses 

using HTTP IRIs but may instead use ephemeral 

BadgeClasses that use an id in another scheme such as 

urn:uuid. 

type JSON-LD type 

(Multiple values 

allowed) 

valid JSON-LD representation of the BadgeClass type. 

In most cases, this will simply be the string BadgeClass. 

An array including BadgeClass and other string elements 

that are either URLs or compact IRIs within the current 

context are allowed. 

name Text The name of the achievement. 

descriptio

n 

Text A short description of the achievement. 

image @id: Image IRI or document representing an image of the 

achievement. This must be a PNG or SVG image. 

criteria @id: Criteria URI or embedded criteria document describing how to 

earn the achievement. 

issuer @id: Profile IRI or document describing the individual, entity, or 

organization that issued the badge. 

alignment AlignmentObject 

(Multiple values 

allowed) 

An object describing which objectives or educational 

standards this badge aligns to, if any. 

tags Text (Multiple values 

allowed) 

A tag that describes the type of achievement. 

https://www.imsglobal.org/sites/default/files/Badges/OBv2p0Final/index.html#BadgeClass 

 

https://www.imsglobal.org/sites/default/files/Badges/OBv2p0Final/examples/index.html#BadgeClass
https://www.imsglobal.org/sites/default/files/Badges/OBv2p0Final/index.html#array
https://www.imsglobal.org/sites/default/files/Badges/OBv2p0Final/index.html#array
https://www.imsglobal.org/sites/default/files/Badges/OBv2p0Final/index.html#Image
https://www.imsglobal.org/sites/default/files/Badges/OBv2p0Final/index.html#Image
https://www.imsglobal.org/sites/default/files/Badges/OBv2p0Final/index.html#Criteria
https://www.imsglobal.org/sites/default/files/Badges/OBv2p0Final/index.html#Criteria
https://www.imsglobal.org/sites/default/files/Badges/OBv2p0Final/index.html#Profile
https://www.imsglobal.org/sites/default/files/Badges/OBv2p0Final/index.html#Profile
https://www.imsglobal.org/sites/default/files/Badges/OBv2p0Final/index.html#Alignment
https://www.imsglobal.org/sites/default/files/Badges/OBv2p0Final/index.html#array
https://www.imsglobal.org/sites/default/files/Badges/OBv2p0Final/index.html#array
https://www.imsglobal.org/sites/default/files/Badges/OBv2p0Final/index.html#array
https://www.imsglobal.org/sites/default/files/Badges/OBv2p0Final/index.html#array
https://www.imsglobal.org/sites/default/files/Badges/OBv2p0Final/index.html#BadgeClass
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OpenBadges have also given a visual representation of the specification: 

 

 

 

https://medium.com/openbadges/open-badges-2-0-b7f67d2c3191
https://medium.com/openbadges/open-badges-2-0-b7f67d2c3191

